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Overall Campus 

To keep you updated regarding what is happening in the area and have access to information even 

between these mailings, we recommend that you download the Mitt Campus app, where we regularly 

update with current information about things that may affect your everyday life. There is gathered 

information about the campus, about the buildings and contact information for our employees. In 

addition, you can easily create and follow your error report. 
 

Outdoor environment 

In the coming weeks, the campus will be spring cleaned. We will start by sweeping away the winter 

gravel from roads and pedestrian and bicycle paths and then switch to car parks. 

 

In connection with us sweeping the car parks, they will be temporarily blocked off, it is not allowed to 

break the barrier and park your car if the entrance is closed, then you have to choose another place for 

the day. There is a risk of damage to the cars that may be parked where sweeping is taking place, so 

with regard to both you and those who perform the work, we kindly ask you to respect this. 

 

When the spring cleaning is carried out, it will inevitably dust a bit and we hope for your 

understanding of this. 
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Rainbow avenue 

On Monday 19/4, the roadblocks will begin for this year's work on the completion of the Rainbow 

Avenue. The areas between house B and house E and between Alfa- and Betahuset will be closed. The 

entrance to the library and the Polar Research Secretariat will be open via a passage from 

Universitetsvägen and entrance B10 will also initially be kept open. There will always be an open 

entrance to house B from Rainbow avenue, but which one it is will change. 

 

This means that to pass through the area you need to use either Laboratoriegränd north of the campus 

or Universitetsvägen on the south side. We are aware that this means detours that can complicate your 

everyday life for a period of time, but we hope for your understanding. An updated barrier map is 

coming. 

 

Between House A och House D 
The work with screening against house D is in progress. The concrete foundations are in place and 

now a plank is to be built. The screen will extend along the house on Rainbow avenue and a bit up 

along North Vintergatan between house D and house E. 

Nine parking spaces will be closed from 14-15/4 for the installation of a new transformer station. This 

applies to the car park behind house D, P1 at Laboratorievägen. The affected car parks are those 

located within the red marking on the barrier map below. The reason why the work has not been 

carried out earlier is that the delivery of the transformer station has been delayed. 
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Between House B och House E  
 

Facade lighting will be installed at Betahouse during weeks 14 and 15 and the walkway along 

Betahouse will be closed during that period. The walkway along Alfahouse is open as usual. 

 
Between House C och House F  
 

The passage along Rainbow avenue between house C and house F is closed. Entrance F13, closest to 

the Bridge of Knowledge, is kept open, however, entrance F11 is closed. From F13, house C is also 

reached via a culvert under Rainbow avenue. 

 

The reason why the passage was closed is because the ground surface closest to house F, which was a 

temporary pedestrian and bicycle path, lost its bearing capacity due to the heat. To avoid anyone 

getting hurt or stepping through and destroying clothes and shoes, we chose to close the passage. 

 

House A/α 

Preparatory work for future projects is underway in corridor 2400. A container is located between 

House A and Teknikens Hus on the grass area closest to House A. 

 

Work on repairing sewer pipes in corridors A2010 and A1000B is ongoing and is expected to be 

completed during week 15. Wall sections are opened to access the pipes and will be restored when the 

work is completed. 

 

Tekniska Tak works to complete the roofing of Alfa. Depending on the weather, it is difficult to say an 

exact end date, but the work is expected to be completed in April. 

 

House C 

In house C, the work is going on just like before Easter on several different stages around the house. 

There are no adjustments to barriers until week 18. 

 

House F 

The work at Heavy labb is ongoing inside the erected roadblocks. 

 

It will be cordoned off outside Graphic Services throughout week 15 for exterior sheet metal work but 

it will still be possible to pass between house K and house F during this time. 

 

Tuesday 13/4 an external asbestos removal will be carried out outside Graphic Services. It is safe to 

display both indoors and outside the barriers during the time the decontamination is being carried out. 
 

  


